Color Sort

1-4 players

Ages 2+

Cards to use:

- **Circles 1-2**
  - 1
  - 2

- **Rhombus 1-3**
  - 1
  - 2
  - 3

- **Squares 1-2**
  - 1
  - 2

- **Hexagon 1-4**
  - 1
  - 2
  - 3
  - 4

Setup:

1. Shuffle cards
2. Lay cards face up so all can see
Play:

Take turns picking up one card and telling the other players what color the shape on the card is.

Put the card on the table in a pile according to its color. If there is already a pile of that color cards, add your card to the pile.

Once all of the cards are sorted by color, take turns counting how many cards are in each color pile.

The game ends when each pile has been counted!

Future games:

Use more colors

Use higher card ranges